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Ionoluminescence (IL) has been used in this work as a sensitive tool to probe the microscopic electronic processes and structural changes

produced on quartz by the irradiation with swift heavy ions. The IL yields have been measured as a function of irradiation fluence and electronic

stopping power. The results are consistent with the assignment of the 2.7 eV (460 nm) band to the recombination of self-trapped excitons at the

damaged regions in the irradiated material. Moreover, it was possible to determine the threshold for amorphization by a single ion impact, as

�1:7 keV/nm, which agrees well with the results of previous studies. # 2012 The Japan Society of Applied Physics

S
ilicon dioxide (SiO2), either crystalline (quartz) or
amorphous (silica), is a relevant compound very
abundant in nature that presents many applications in

a large variety of fields ranging from photonics and micro-
electronics to geology (dating) and archaeology. In several
of these technologies both materials are subjected to high
fluxes of radiation, such as photons in laser technology, or
neutrons and charged particles in accelerators and nuclear
fission and fusion installations.1,2) However, most previous
works concerned with the effects of irradiation on these
materials have been focused on the effect of UV light, X-
rays, electrons, neutrons and ions on amorphous silica3–7) but
less attention has been paid to the irradiation effects on the
crystalline phase (quartz).8–10) Interest in the damage pro-
duced by heavy-mass high-energy (i.e., swift heavy) ions has
strongly increased recently because electronic mechanisms
are dominant over elastic nuclear collisions and the induced
damage presents a number of differential features not yet
sufficiently understood.11–15) On the other hand, lumines-
cence16,17) is a very sensitive technique often applied for the
characterization of dielectric and semiconductor materials.
In particular, for ion-beam irradiation, the induced lumines-
cence, ionoluminescence (IL), is an appropriate technique
for investigating the microscopic processes accompanying
the generation of damage and the formation of color
centers.5,6,18,19) Unfortunately, the analysis of the data
obtained by this technique is not simple and generally
requires additional data, from other optical techniques such
as optical absorption and photoluminescence (PL), in order
to obtain physically meaningful information.

This work focuses on the ionoluminescence induced on
�-quartz by irradiation with swift heavy ions. In this case,
very little IL information is available except for some
data obtained on synthetic19) and natural20) quartz using light
ions. However, it is now well known12,13) that every swift ion
impact generates a well-defined amorphous track of nano-
meter diameter whenever the electronic stopping power is
above a certain threshold value. Moreover, the damage is
cumulative so that, even below the threshold, amorphization
can still be achieved through track overlapping. The IL
spectra and yields will be discussed within such a scheme, so

that new relevant information might be obtained on track
formation and crystal amorphization. In particular, it will be
shown that IL allows for a reliable determination of the
amorphization threshold.

The quartz samples used in this paper were prepared from
1-mm-thick crystal wafers (z-cut) provided by Crystran. They
were cut into pieces of about 10� 10mm2 and covered by a
copper mask to define an irradiation area of 6� 6mm2

(slightly smaller than the ion beam size) and also to avoid
electrical discharges. Samples were irradiated in a standard
scattering chamber, at a vacuum of 10�4 Pa, connected to a
5MV tandem accelerator in the Centro de Microanálisis de
Materiales (CMAM).21) They were tilted 5� to avoid the ion
channeling condition. The beam homogeneity, essential for
this work, was carefully checked to be within 10% by means
of the ionoluminescence induced in a sample of amorphous
SiO2 monitored with a 12-bit charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera. Irradiation was performed with the ions and energies
listed in Table I, using currents in the range 10–30 nA to
avoid overheating of the samples. The IL emission was trans-
mitted through a silica window port placed at 45� to the ion
beam and collected and focused with a 25-mm-diameter,
4-cm-focal-length silica lens into a silica optical fiber of
1mm diameter. The light was guided to a compact spectro-
meter, QE6500 (Ocean Optics), configured with a multi-
channel array detector for measuring simultaneously the
whole spectrum in the range 200–850 nm with a spectral
resolution better than 2 nm. The light integration time was
varied between 1 and 5 s.

Figure 1 shows the IL emission spectra induced on alpha
quartz by Br at 25MeV at the beginning [Fig. 1(a)] and at the

Table I. Irradiation parameters, where Se is the stopping power at the

surface and Rp is the projected ion range.

Ion
Energy

(MeV)

Se
(keV/nm)

Rp

(�m)

B2þ 3 1.1 3.8

O2þ 4 1.9 3.5

F2þ 5 2.2 3.7

Cl2þ 5 2.9 3.0

Cl3þ 10 3.8 4.4

Br4þ 15 4.7 5.5

Br5þ 25 6.1 7.3
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end [Fig. 1(b)] of the irradiation. The inset photos illustrate
the change in color from reddish to blue on increasing the
levels of damage. Note that this case corresponds to irradia-
tion conditions above the expected electronic stopping power
threshold for amorphization (�2 keV/nm) at the sample
surface.22–24) Two broad emission bands can be seen at 1.9 eV
(670 nm) and 2.7 eV (460 nm). Two weaker bands can also be
observed at 1.65 and 2.26 eV. The red emission at 1.9 eV is
initially dominant but it is gradually converted into blue
emission as the irradiation progresses. The blue emission at
2.7 eV becomes overwhelmingly dominant above 1013 cm�2.
All those observations are consistent with the assignment
of the red band to color (NBOHC) centers,5,8,25) whereas the
blue band is associated with the radiative emission of a self-
trapped exciton in the intrinsic but distorted SiO2 network.

26)

This assignment has been inferred from the results of detailed
spectroscopic studies10) and supported by theoretical con-
siderations27,28) that predict efficient self-trapping of excitons
in silica, where Si–O bonds are strongly distorted, but not in
crystalline quartz.

The blue band carries the main structural information,
particularly on the initial linear region of the curves, before
more complex processes take effect and modify the structure
of damage. Its kinetics as a function of fluence is given in
Fig. 2 for the whole manifold of ions and energies used in
this work. It consists of an initial fast linear stage followed by
a saturating or low-growth stage. Pending a more complete
discussion we will adopt here a phenomenological scheme
based on the analysis of the time and space scales involved
in the irradiation process. In a sub-femtosecond scale, a dense

and hot electron–hole cloud (i.e., the incoherent bunch
of electrons and holes produced by every ion impact)
is generated and reaches thermal equilibrium12) through
electron–electron interaction in about 10�14 s. The initial
energy distribution29) around the ion trajectory, with a width
of around one nanometer, acts as an initial condition for
the process. Then, the electron–phonon interaction sets in
and a thermal electron–lattice equilibrium is reached in
�10�13–10�12 s. The linear lattice region around the ion
trajectory reaches a high temperature (thermal spike) and
a high electron–hole density (excitation spike) and has a
diameter of several nanometers. Then, the system cools down
rapidly and point defects, as well as an amorphous track, may
be generated at the central heated region, either by means
of a thermal spike12,13) or by a non radiative exciton
decay14,15) mechanism.

On the other hand, the lifetime � of the excited electron–
hole cloud generated after every impact shows several
components.30) In fact, components at 940 �s and 1.2ms have
been derived7) from time-resolved luminescence spectra after
a nanosecond electron pulse at 2MeV. Given the electron
mobility, � � 20 cm2 V�1 s�1, measured30) at room tempera-
ture (RT) for fused quartz, as well as the transit times through
the SiO2 layer in MOS structures,30) one can consider that the
electron cloud extends over a distance LD (i.e., the diffusion
length) of several tens of micrometers31) during the electron
lifetime. Consequently, the size of the cloud would include
a significant number of damage tracks even at the lowest
fluence used in this work (1011 cm�2).

Moreover, the light emission under irradiation results
from the recombination of electron–hole pairs at certain
suitable recombination centers related to the damage pro-
ducts.30,32) Then, it can be deduced33) that the luminescence
yield (YB) of the blue band will be proportional to the
irradiation flux (�), the energy of the incident ion (E) and
the total number of available sites for exciton self-trapping
[NBð�Þ]; i.e., YBð�Þ / �ENBð�Þ. This suggests that YB=�E
offers an adequate normalization for comparing the IL yields
of different ions and energies, and it can be used to monitor
the number of recombination (STE) centers for the blue
emission generated by the irradiation, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
From the initial region of this figure, one clearly sees that NB

hardly grows with fluence for irradiation with B at 3MeV,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. IL spectra, and analysis of their component bands, during

irradiation of quartz with Br at 25MeV. (a) Low irradiation fluence

(2:5� 1011 cm�2) and (b) high irradiation fluence (6:5� 1013 cm�2). The

insets represent color photos of the samples showing the transition from red

to blue with progressing irradiation.
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Fig. 2. Overall kinetics for the normalized yield of the blue (2.7 eV) band

(see text) as a function of the irradiation fluence. The curves correspond,

from bottom to top, to the ions B (3MeV), O (4MeV), Cl (5 and 10MeV),

F (5MeV), and Br (15 and 25MeV).
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whereas it increases rapidly and linearly with fluence for
irradiation with Br at 25MeV.

Now, one can go a step forward and compare the
evolution of the normalized IL yield with the amorphiza-
tion kinetics24) derived from the Rutherford-backscattering
spectra under channeling conditions (RBS/C). The compar-
ison is illustrated in Fig. 3 for Cl at 10MeV. One sees that
the IL and amorphization curves are well correlated in the
initial region of irradiation until the amorphization at the
sample surface has been completed and the IL yield has a
marked change of slope. This stage in the IL kinetics may
likely have to do with the progressive increase in the thick-
ness of the amorphized layer that has been observed in the
amorphization of other dielectric crystals by swift ions.34)

In other words, the blue band constitutes a clear signature
of heavily distorted (amorphous) regions in the irradiated
quartz. Moreover, it offers a high sensitivity as one can
obtain information after fluences as low as 1011 cm�2.

Another important output of our work is the possibility of
reliably determining the amorphization threshold for a single
ion impact. Figure 4 shows the slope of the initial growth
for the normalized yield YB of the blue emission band, as
a function of the electronic stopping power. As we have
discussed, such a slope will give the true initial growth rate

for the STE band and so for the amorphized volume. One
sees that the yield experiences a rapid rise with stopping
power and a linear fit of the data gives a threshold value at
around 1.7 keV/nm, in accordance with previous estimates
obtained using a completely different method (RBS/C).22–24)

In summary, we have shown that IL provides a unique
and sensitive tool to investigate the processes of structural
damage. Our data support the assignment of the 2.7 eV
emission band to the recombination of self-trapped excitons
and offer a reliable way to monitor the evolution of the
recombination sites (strained bonds) with irradiation fluence.
The threshold electronic stopping power for amorphiza-
tion has been determined and is consistent with previous
independent measurements. Therefore, our work opens a
promising path to understand the kinetics of ion-beam
amorphization and test possible models of defect formation
and IL emission. Further work is in progress and will be
reported elsewhere.
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Fig. 3. Illustrative plots showing the IL (solid lines) and amorphization

kinetics, measured by RBS/C (symbols) and fitted (dashed lines) by a track-

overlapping model,35) for Cl at 10MeV. Note that the saturation fluences

(crossing of the two dotted lines for the IL) nearly coincide in both cases.
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Fig. 4. Initial slope for the growth of the blue band as a function of

stopping power Se. The threshold stopping value (�1:7 keV/nm) is

determined by extrapolating the linear plot to zero yield.
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